WWW.RAINBOWFINDERAPP.COM

THE
WORLD'S
FIRST
RAINBOW
ALERT APP!

HOW IT WORKS

FEATURES

RainbowFinder™ brings astronomy
and meteorology together to provide
an all-ages, user-friendly rainbow
alert app – the first of its kind! It
uses location data to analyze current
weather conditions and calculate
precise solar positions, alerting the
user when rainbow conditions are
present.

When rainbow conditions are
detected, an alert notification is
triggered with a "rainbow compass"
showing which direction to look.
There is a built-in option to take a
photo and share rainbows on social
media from within the app. Never
miss a rainbow with RainbowFinder™
alerts, wherever you are, wherever
you go – indoors or out!

FOR PRESS INTERVIEWS AND INQUIRES PLEASE CONTACT
CARL SHEARER, CARLSHEARER@GMAIL.COM | 301-237-6979

"Who doesn't love rainbows? I realized I
could create an app that would bring joy
to people around the world and help
ensure they never miss a rainbow."
- Carl Shearer, app developer

FOR PRESS INTERVIEWS & INQUIRES

CONTACT
Carl Shearer
301-237-6979
carlshearer@gmail.com

AVAILABLE NOW
ON ANDROID!
COMING SOON to iOS

SEE IT ON YOUTUBE

Watch a RainbowFinder Video Preview at
https://youtu.be/UezHRvcbD9E

For parents,
educators,
meteorology and
astronomy
fans, and anyone
who simply
wants to
experience
something
magical,
RainbowFinder™
is technology
that helps make
the world a little
brighter.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The World's First Rainbow Alert App!

NEWLY RELEASED APP BRINGS JOY TO ALL AGES
RainbowFinder™ brings astronomy and meteorology together to provide an all-ages
user-friendly rainbow alert app that is the first of its kind. With rainbow alerts
wherever you are, wherever you go – regardless of if you are indoors or out!
Created by app developer, Carl Shearer, RainbowFinder uses location data to analyze
current weather conditions and calculate precise solar positions. When rainbow
conditions are detected, an alert notification is triggered with a "rainbow compass"
showing which direction to look. There is a built in option to take a photo and share
rainbows on social media from within the app.
"Who doesn't love rainbows?" said Carl. "I realized I
could create an app that would bring joy to people
around the world and help ensure they never miss a
rainbow." For parents, educators, meteorology and
astronomy fans, and anyone who simply wants to
experience something magical, RainbowFinder is
technology that helps make the world a little brighter.
Available now for Android! Coming soon to IOS.
For a sneak peek video release, visit
https://youtu.be/UezHRvcbD9E.
For questions and interviews, call Carl Shearer at
(301) 237-6979 or email carlshearer@gmail.com.

